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Q: Are you open?

A: Yes! Our hard-working team members have kept the lights on, floors and surfaces clean, and the buildings

operational throughout this unusual time. And, we have been busy preparing for more tenants to return to our 

campuses and buildings. As part of our preparedness, we have rolled out a new program called Regent ReFresh, 

which is detailed below.    

Q: What is Regent ReFresh?

A: Regent PM Services is implementing, and will continue to roll out as supply constraints ease, proactive steps to

enhance cleanliness and safety at our projects, including the following measures: 

• Placement of sanitizing stations in high traffic areas and common area lobbies;

• Enhanced cleanliness in common areas by using disinfectants and other materials approved by the Center

for Disease Control and requiring that high touch surface areas be disinfected every four hours;

• Requiring all building employees to wear face coverings when working within the common areas, corridors,

tenant spaces and the building management office;

• Requiring (as permitted by the local jurisdiction) or strongly encouraging all tenants, tenant employees and

guests of tenants to wear a face covering when navigating the common space and corridors;

• Adjusting door closing mechanisms in locations that allow us to keep doors open when they can be

(minimizing the need to touch handles);

• Trash receptacles placed directly outside restrooms so doors at egress can be opened utilizing a paper

towel, so the handle is not touched directly;

• Promotion of social distancing and frequent handwashing;

• Placing notices on all public building entrances that state that anyone showing signs of illness will not be

permitted to enter;

• Minimize the recirculation of building air by monitoring the ratio of fresh versus recirculated air regularly

and maximize (weather permitting) the amount of fresh air as opposed to refrigerated; and

• Upgrade air filters to municipality recommended filters to further minimize opportunities for viral or

microbial spread;

We will provide updates regarding enhancements to our Regent ReFresh program to reflect new initiatives 

and CDC guidance.    
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Q: Will our employees and guests be required to wear facemasks when entering the

building? 

A: In jurisdictions that require or recommend face coverings, we will in turn require and/or recommend that anyone

entering our buildings or navigating the common areas wear a face mask or acceptable facial covering.  Should this 

requirement or recommendation be eased in the future by any particular jurisdiction, a notice will be sent to the 

tenants and facemask reminders posted throughout the campus will be removed. If a sign is posted, please adhere to 

it.  

Q: Will the landlord be taking peoples temperatures before entering the building?

A: We will not be taking temperatures on site.  However, Regent PM Services employees will be closely monitored

for temperature and any other relevant symptoms and will be required to stay home if any such symptoms are 

present.  In addition, we will be posting signs stating that all tenants’ employees and guests should also remain at 

home if any Covid-19 symptoms are present. 

Q: Will my employees have to follow a certain path to enter and exit the building?

A: Fortunately, most of our buildings have multiples ingress and egress points and we do not have situations where

there are large numbers of people congregating in certain areas. However, at some projects we may designate certain 

paths of traffic to maintain social distancing and may require face coverings be worn in common areas. When 

traversing the common areas, please be mindful about proximity to other people. 

Q: Is the landlord requiring that we have fewer people in our office? Or that we need

to space out workstations more than six feet apart? 

A:  Feedback from most municipalities and agencies promote social distancing and frequent handwashing as the most

productive initiatives in combatting the spread of this virus. We are not requiring changes to space plans at this time, but space 

plans are areas of consideration in the long term. Most workstations have more than six feet distance as required by code in 

many municipalities, but should there be an exception to that in any particular tenant space, we recommend that each tenant 

make efforts to adjust or stagger employees locations or hours so density is lessoned. We also recommend that tenants require 

that each of its employees clean and disinfect their respective workstations prior to commencing work. The landlord has 

resources available should you elect to either relocate furniture within your space or require assistance with space planning  

modifications. Please contact the building management office for referrals and recommendations. Please note, however, that 

certain jurisdictions may recommend or require staggered work forces.   
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Q: Are there different options (cleaning or otherwise) available to the tenants?

A:
• Cleaning - The Covid-19 pandemic has certainly shed light on the importance of materials used in janitorial practices.

Our goal moving forward is to provide tenants with some optionality as to the products used in their premises.  All

high touch areas will be cleaned using single purpose germicide or CDC approved disinfectant materials. If a tenant

requires additional cleaning, we can provide a Clorox 360 Razor system at tenant’s cost that provides further enhanced

cleaning.  Please contact us for pricing and scheduling.

• Air Flow – As discussed above, we will be implementing new air filters throughout the project. Some tenants have also

inquired about redirecting interior air flow. At an additional cost, we have been implementing attachments to vents to

redirect airflow so refrigerated air is not pushed directly onto tenant’s employees.  Please contact us if you are interested

in learning more.

Q: If applicable, will the fitness centers and/or food halls be open when my employees

return in full? 

A:
• The fitness centers will reopen when permitted per the various state/municipality guidelines. We will continue to

provide enhanced cleaning services in the fitness centers and will require social distancing to be observed while in the

facilities. Please continue to clean the equipment after each use. Wipe stations will be available upon entry or in a

conspicuous location within the fitness center.  Also, please use any gloves, if provided, at particular locations.

• The food halls should be open and running, if not already, for take-out service only (subject to local municipality

restrictions). As the situation evolves, we will re-evaluate dine in options.

Q: What happens if an employee of a neighboring tenant gets Covid-19? Will you require

that they close down for 14 days? 

A: Our ability to require you or another tenant to cease operations is extremely limited so it is unlikely that we will require

a suspension of operations. We will, however, require a stringent disinfection of the applicable space (which may require an 

outsourced remediation vendor which we can coordinate at an incremental cost) to eliminate microbial and viral accumulation 

on surfaces. Depending on the severity of the circumstance, we may deploy advanced mitigation efforts to limit any further 

exposure to anyone else at the project.  

Q: I leave the office before I see the janitorial crews come into our space. What are they

doing to keep my employees safe and they are not cross contaminating my space by 

bringing germs from other tenant spaces into mine? 

A: All janitorial associates will be equipped with a face mask and gloves prior to entering any tenant space. There are multiple

layered processes that janitorial vendors incorporate to their practices including using color-coded microfibers for glass, floors, 

disinfectants (high touch cleaning), and general cleaning. Further, we can coordinate the use of electrostatic sprayers to 
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disseminate disinfecting agents for an incremental fee. These sprayers allow for even layering of disinfecting agents without the 

need to apply it using microfiber materials. In so doing, we reduce the risk of cross contamination.  

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE ABOVE FAQ RESPONSES APPLY GENERALLY TO OUR PROPERTIES.  SITE-SPECIFIC 

MEASURES AND ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS THAT MAY VARY WITH THE ABOVE WILL BE SENT TO SPECIFIC 

PROJECT TENANTS AS NEEDED.   
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